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With a background in education and business, Michael uses his 15+ year career to
now lead anxious and introverted entrepreneurs, like himself, to find their paths to
success. A TEDx speaker and keynote presenter at global business events, Michael’s
approach champions entrepreneurs to overcome their mindset barriers and
achieve their utmost business potential.
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“As an engaging and knowledgeable speaker whose
workshops are both inclusive and informative, we at
Qualified Tutor are proud to have featured Michael as a
keynote speaker at the Love Tutoring Festivals ”
 -Julia Silver, Qualified Tutor

647-459-5107

michaelgibben@gmail.com

www.michaelgibben.com

“For tutors at the IMPACT conference, Michael’s words were
more than inspiring - they were a roadmap to
empowerment and action” 
-Joanne Kaminski, Online Tutor Coach

TEDx Speaker and Global Presenter
Sponsored Podcaster with 8K+ Downloads
(Coach for Tutors Podcast)
Founder of  Business Group with 7K+
Members
VP of $1M+ Networking Group

5 Ways Entrepreneurs Can Ally With
Their Anxiety Monster and Soar to
Success.
Anxious entrepreneurs can transform anxiety
into a powerful asset to achieve success.

Build Your Introvert Superpowers to
Gain New Clients
Become an expert communicator and use your
introversion powers to yield prosperous results
for your company. 

Command the Crowd and Connect Like
the Confident Entrepreneur You Are 
Build your public speaking skills to thrive as a
networker and leader of your business.

https://www.qualifiedtutor.org/
http://www.michaelgibben.com/
https://www.onlinetutorcoach.com/
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5 Ways Entrepreneurs Can Ally With Their Anxiety Monster and Soar to Success.
Entrepreneurs are too often stuck in neutral gear, hindered by their anxiety and doubts. Let’s get them beyond
their own inner boundaries and move to a whole new world of positive opportunities by aligning with their
anxiety monster.

Anxious entrepreneurs will receive guidance on how to transform anxiety into an asset to achieve success.
We would focus on 5 ways to generate anxiety reduction as well as develop communication skills in the areas of
networking, sales, and leadership. 

Entrepreneurs/entrepreneurial organizations will find their path as a confident leader and speaker for their
company and move toward prosperity.

“I saw Michael's presentation. I was inspired by his brave description of his own difficulties with burnout and
anxiety and how he found his purpose in helping others overcome self-doubt. Michael's talk was
immediately engaging and moving. I recommend hiring Michael as a speaker to inspire generosity and
courage.” -Tim H.

Build Your Introvert Superpowers to Gain New Clients
Introverted entrepreneurs can harness their amazing communication skills to lead confidently and gain new
clients.

We would focus on 5 ways to build introversion superpowers to gain new clients as well as provide clarity about
what an introvert is and how introverts best operate as an entrepreneur.

Introverted entrepreneurs will become expert communicators and use their introversion powers to yield
flourishing results for their company. 

“I loved the perspective that many introverts are performers and have nothing to do with being extroverted. A
lot of good insights and perspectives.” - Sage G.

Command the Crowd and Connect Like the Confident Entrepreneur You Are 
Entrepreneurs will learn how to build their public speaking skills to thrive as a networker and leader of their
businesses.

We will also focus on public speaking skills and key pieces to speaking with confidence toward business growth
in areas of networking and sales.

“The prog ram had so many practical techniques, tips and tricks to improve in public speaking.” - Gihan R.

FEES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST


